ABSTRACT Visible light observations of the corona have been combined with radioheliograph observations at metric wavelengths to examine the dynamic behavior of the corona during and after noise storm onsets and enhancements. For the period studied, the occurrence of such radio events is systematically associated with the addition of coronal material in the vicinity of the radio source. Some of the events correspond to mass ejection transients, but they more frequently represent merely a brightening, which grows in 1 hour or less with the coronal region and remains dense and stable for several hours.
I. INTRODUCTION
The onset or enhancement of meter continua is one of the most common forms of solar activity observed at meter wavelengths. Two main classes of continua have been distinguished: noise storms and type IV bursts. Observationally, however, the final phase of type IV bursts, the "stationary IV," is similar to noise storms. In either class of continua, the electromagnetic radiation is emitted by a population of energetic electrons through gyrosynchrotron or plasma emission processes. Which process dominates depends on local parameters characterizing the ambient medium, in particular, the electron density. Today, neither the mechanism of emission nor the site of acceleration of these particles are known. However, for highly polarized noise storms, plasma emission is more likely. The knowledge of the structure and dynamics of the corona in the vicinity of the radio sources may help in describing the generation of such particle populations and the resulting radio emission.
Previous studies (see Gosling et al. 1976; MacQueen 1979) have shown that type IV bursts are most often accompanied by fast (V > 400 km s -1 ) mass ejection transients, the stationary type IV source being located near one of the transient legs. More recently, Tantos et al (1981) reach the same conclusion in the case of a particularly strong type I storm.
The purpose of this Letter is to give a qualitative report of dynamical changes of coronal structures associated with more frequent but less energetic bursts, the common noise storm onsets or enhancements.
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II. OBSERVATIONS a) Data Selection
Images of the visible corona obtained with the Coronograph/Polarimeter (C/P) on board the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite (House et al 1981) are compared with two-dimensional radio images obtained at 169 MHz with the Mark III Nançay Radioheliograph (Radioheliograph Group 1982) . As the C/P only provides images of the corona above 1.5 R 0 > mea " sured from the Sun center, the observed coronal manifestations may be associated occasionally with occulted radio sources. In order to minimize this effect, radio observations have been used as a guide in selecting the events. All noise storm onsets or enhancements which occurred at radius vectors greater than 0.9 R 0 during the C/P operating period (1980 March to September) have been retained. C/P images were available for 10 such events. As a cursory check of earlier studies, three type II-type IV events were added to the data set. Furthermore, four steady, on-going noise storms with sources at unusually high altitudes (> 1.45 R 0 ) were also selected (see Table 2 ). The accuracy of radio positions is 4° in position angle (P.A.) and 0.06 R 0 i n radius vector. The accuracy of the position of the coronal structures is mainly limited by the uncertainty affecting the position of the Sun center behind the C/P occulting disk which has been estimated to 30".
b) Type I I-Type IV Events
The three type II-type IV events are associated with expanding loop transients. In agreement with previous results (e.g., MacQueen 1979), stationary type IV sources are found in the vicinity of one of the transient legs (see first entries of a NS = noise storm enhancement. b Measured from Sun center. C T1 is the time of the last available C/P image before the radio event. d T2 is the time of the next C/P image recorded after Tl. The coronal event is always visible on this frame. e For radio sources below the C/P occulting disk, the P.A. of the coronal feature has been measured at the level of the radio source after extrapolation of the feature to the same height.
f See text.
c) Noise Storm Onsets or Enhancements
Eight of the 10 selected noise storm events of Table 1 are found to be associated with coronal brightenings occurring between Tl, time of the last available C/P image before the radio event, and T2, time of the next available C/P image. These brightenings can be classified into two categories. For the first grouping, the brightening represents an outward motion (the loop transients of March 30 and April 9 and the slower, more amorphous ejection of April 17). In the second category, no motion can be detected. In the two remaining cases, the C/P observations do not allow definitive conclusions; for the April 15 event, superposition of coronal structures along the line of sight weakens the contrast of any brightening. For the June 26 event, saturation of the C/P images, under the present instrument calibration, may hide brightness variations. Table 1 reports for each case the position of the centroid of the radio source and the P.A. of the associated coronal brightening. As stated above, errors in position measurements are ±4° and ±3° for the radio and optical features respectively. Moreover, the typical extent of the radio source (~ 12°) is greater than the error affecting the centroid position. Under these conditions, comparing columns (4) and (9) of Table 1, we can conclude that for the eight noise storm events, which are definitively associated with coronal changes, the whitelight features and the radio sources spatially overlap (see also Figs. 1 and 2, Plates LI and L2).
The time cadence of coronal images is generally insufficient to perform a detailed investigation of the temporal evolution of all of the coronal features. While the March 30 and April 9 coronal events represent well-known loop transients (projected velocity ~ 400 km s" 1 ), the coronal changes associated with noise storms are clearly not restricted to this kind of event. Indeed, for four cases, the C/P coverage was sufficient to show that the bright material either moves slowly outward (April 17, V -70 km s -1 ) or remains stationary (April 13, 14, and T6). Quahtatively, these quasi-stationary events represent various shapes such as elongated brightenings at the edge of preexisting streamer-like structure (see Fig. 1 ) or more diffuse and amorphous shapes (see Fig. 2 ). The C/P coverage did not allow the growth of any of the studied coronal features to be followed. Nevertheless, Table 1 indicates (compare Tl and T2 in cols. [7] and [8] ) that the growth time of the coronal brightenings is typically less than 80 minutes. After T2, the region remains bright and more or less stable for at least a few hours. This is illustrated in Figure 2 , which presents successive images taken during the April 16 event.
d) Steady Noise Storms
The four permanent noise storm sources of Table 2 are located (within the errors) either close to a bright and narrow ray (July 3) or at the border of a diffuse structure (April 18, June 27, and July 6) which is bright compared with the surrounding corona. In the four cases, the corona remained remarkably stable over the entire day, with no brightness changes comparable to those associated with the noise storm onsets and enhancements.
III. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
It has been shown that common metric noise storm onsets or enhancements are systematically associated with the appearance of additional material in the corona. Contrary to the more spectacular type IV burst cases, this material increase does not necessarily imply a mass ejection transient. Indeed, such coronal brightenings are often visible as thin rays or amorphous structures which appear as a stepwise increase on a time scale of 1 hour and remain stable for several hours. On the other hand, no coronal change could be detected during permanent noise storms. Within the errors and dispersion affecting the position measurements, the radio sources are always cospatial with the region of enhanced brightness. The present work is the first systematic association between noise storm onsets/enhancements and other optical manifestations of solar activity. Previous associations of noise storms with chromospheric flares are uncertain (Elgaroy 1977; Le Squeren 1963; Karlicky, Kotzc, and Ubarz 1981) ; somewhat better association with surges has also been proposed (Garczynska et al 1982) . Future use of calibration images will allow a quantitative study of the mass excess and of the coronal density. In particular, one should expect partial answers to questions about the following points:
1. The determination of the global mass balance in the region of the radio source should show whether the excess mass results from material transport from below or is due to a local rearrangement of the coronal structures. Such a coronal origin would be in agreement with recent theories on the origin of noise storms (Spicer, Benz, and Huba 1981; Benz and Wentzel 1981) which invoke the emergence of new magnetic flux.
2. An estimate of the electron density and of its variation from the preexisting value should allow us to test if: (a) radio emission effectively occurs through plasma processes; (b) the absence of any significant motion of the radio source during the growth of events associated with stationary coronal brightening is compatible with the local density enhancement.
Whatever the process causing the mass increase, preent observations provide constraints to models which would have to explain how a relatively fast (~ 1 hr) increase in mass gives rise to a rather long lasting (several hours) and stable structure. In any case, a coronal mass increase, whether it is observed as a stationary brightening or as a loop transient, appears as a necessary condition for noise storm emission.
